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WEEK 64, DAY 1                              1 Corinthians 1-3 

 

Good morning.  This is Pastor Soper and welcome to Week 64 of  Know the Word.  Today we returned to 

the New Testament and began the Book of 1 Corinthians.  This letter was written to the church Paul 

established in the city of Corinth during his second missionary journey.  The record of the establishment of 

the church is found in Acts chapter 18.  That was the journey that began with such promise when Paul in a 

night vision was exhorted by a man from Macedonia: "Come over and help us."  Paul obeyed the voice of 

the Holy Spirit and went into Europe expecting, I am sure, a huge harvest.  He was not entirely disappointed 

in that hope, but the harvest was won at a much greater cost than he had ever dreamed.  He succeeded in 

planting a vibrant church at Philippi - but he and Silas were beaten within an inch of their lives for the 

effort.  At the next stop, in Thessalonica, they also succeeded but were forced to leave the city when rioting 

began, induced by the Judaizers who by now were following them.  In Berea, the next stop, yet another 

church was begun but the rioting began again and Paul went on alone leaving Timothy and Silas to establish 

that church.  At Athens there was no rioting, but there was limited fruit and no strong church was left 

behind.  So Paul, alone, perhaps sick, journeyed on with his confidence badly shaken to the famous city of 

Corinth.  It was "famous" for iniquity.  A wide-open port city, it lent its name to furnish the ancient world 

with a picturesque word for sexual immorality.  To "Corinthianize" was to behave in sexually promiscuous 

and lewd ways. 

 

Paul says at the beginning of the second chapter, which we read today, that he came in weakness, fear, and 

trembling.  It took another vision in the night to reassure him of God's presence and of the certain success of 

his efforts there for he was told by the Lord, "I have many people in this city."  Paul worked in Corinth with 

Aquila and Priscilla for about 18 months to found the church there before opposition became sufficiently 

strong to place him once again on trial before the Roman authorities. 

 

The letter we began today to read was written from Ephesus, at some point during the three year period 

described in Acts chapters 19 and 20.  Paul has heard news about the Corinthian Church - in fact later in our 

letter we will find that he has already written them one letter - a letter that was lost to posterity - and the 

Corinthians have written him a letter as well.  We will find him answering the specific questions that they 

asked.  He has also gotten news of the church from Chloe's people - slaves perhaps of some wealthy 

Christian woman, or just maybe members of a house church (a small group!) that met at Chloe's house.  It is 

to that news that he is responding in these first few chapters. 

 

Now, just about the first thing we discovered about the Corinthian Church is that it was a church with 

problems - big ones.  I hope as we move through Paul's letter, you will keep a list of the problems with 

which he deals in this church.  Some of them are quite extensive and all of them sound pretty contemporary. 

 Problem #1 is that there is no unity in the church.  They are divided into warring camps - each one centered 

around someone who has been a prominent teacher in the church (either the Corinthian Church itself - or the 

larger church of Christ).  One group says they follow Paul, a second group follows Apollos, a third, Peter or 

Cephas (that was his Aramaic name), and finally there was a group that apparently was saying, "We follow 

no man but Christ only."  That sounded pious but apparently they were just as divisive as the others. 

 

Men and women, we need to be reminded that disunity - disharmony - in a church is a very grave sin.  Yes, 

that is the right word to use.  On the night He was betrayed, in His great high priestly prayer for the church, 

Jesus prayed that we would be one, that we would demonstrate such unity and oneness that the whole world 

would know that we were His disciples.  He said that by our love for one another and by our unity with each 

other, the world would know first of all that we are His disciples, and secondly, by the same unity the world 
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would judge the validity of His claim to be deity.  Disunity in the church then is not simply a fact of life - 

something we regret but can't do anything about - it is a terrible sin - something of which we must by God's 

grace repent and renounce. 

 

At this point it is probably important to note together that honest disagreement is not necessarily disunity.  

We can disagree without being disagreeable, without being fractured into divisive parties.  Unity and 

unanimity are not the same thing.  We don't have to always be unanimous but we do always have to be 

"one." That is the constant message of St. Paul and indeed of the entire New Testament.  "Let this mind be 

in you which was also in Christ Jesus," he writes in the little letter to the Philippians - He humbled himself.  

"If you have any encouragement from being united with Christ, if any comfort from His love, if any 

fellowship with the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, then make my joy complete by being like 

minded, having the same love, being one in spirit and in purpose." 

 

That was, according to what we read in the book of Acts, one of the great traits of the early church.  They 

were one in heart and purpose.  They had "homo thu madan," that is, they "rushed along together."  Well, 

the church in Corinth was not one in heart and mind.  It was fractured - and Paul says, ‘that is your first 

great problem.  How dare you form into little parties to follow Paul or Peter or Apollos.  That is crazy!  Is 

Christ divided?  Were you baptized as followers of Paul or of Peter?  Of course not!  Don't be fools.’ 

 

Since we know there were no substantial differences between the content of the teaching of Paul and Peter 

(who, though he had never visited Corinth, must have been known via letter and report) and since Paul 

never mentions any points of doctrine upon which he and Apollos - a great early teacher in Corinth - 

disagree, we may safely surmise that the attraction to one or another of these leaders had little to do with 

substance but everything to do with style - style of speaking or style of leadership.  Paul's remarks in the 

chapters we read today would seem to substantiate that view.  He says he came with simple "foolish" words 

- a message that seemed weak to the Jews because it proclaimed a crucified Savior, and illogical to the 

Greeks who wanted to reason everything through and for whom the message of Christ seemed foolish. 

 

He says that he deliberately eschewed fancy words and the use of rhetoric in which he was undoubtedly 

well schooled.  "I resolved to know nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ and Him 

crucified...My message and my preaching were not with wise and persuasive words, but with a 

demonstration of the Spirit's power, so that your faith might not rest on men's wisdom, but on God's power" 

(2:2-4). 

 

It is in the context of making this point that Paul enunciates one of the most important principles of 

Scripture regarding God's chosen instruments.  God, he says, deliberately chooses weak, common, foolish, 

"nothing" instruments to do His work so that when all is said and done no one will make the mistake of 

attributing His wonderful work to someone or something else.  This is an explanation of God's ways in 

dealing with men, and it is also a great source of encouragement to us because it means God can use us.  

Our "ordinariness" does not disqualify us; in fact, it makes us easier for Him to use! 

 

I am sure as you read chapter 3, you took note of Paul's solemn reminder that we ourselves "are God's 

temple and that God's Spirit lives in" us.  That is a very important concept because it means, of course, that 

we must keep God's dwelling place clean, holy and fit for His habitation.  Tomorrow, we will see that the 

second major problem in the Corinthian Church was gross sexual immorality.  It is because we as believers 

are the temples of the Holy Spirit that purity is so important to our lifestyles.  But in the passage we read 

today, the chief issue is lack of unity.  I often wonder what the Lord thinks of His church today both in 
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individual churches and in the body of Christ at large.  There is today a great deal of disunity that cannot be 

pleasing to the Father to whom Jesus prayed, "I pray that you will make them one." 

 

The church in Corinth, then, had some big problems, but I hope you noted in the introduction to the letter 

Paul says some pretty confident things about her.  He says that the Corinthian Church has been enriched in 

everything - in knowledge and in the ability to communicate that knowledge, and also in the spiritual gifts 

(we will have much more to say about that later) God has given to empower their witness and testimony to 

the truth. 

 

Paul is confident, in spite of the tremendous failings of this congregation that God will keep them strong to 

the end so that they will be blameless on the day of Christ's coming.  Why? - Not because the Corinthians 

are mature or even particularly trustworthy, but because God is faithful.  In another place he puts it this way: 

"Though we are faithless, yet He remains faithful." 

 

Now there is one last thing I want to mention to you this morning.  I go back to the third chapter and the 

concept that we are the dwelling place of God's Holy Spirit.  It almost goes without saying, yet I feel I need 

to remind us of the fact that God's Word teaches us that when we become Christians, followers of the Lord 

Jesus Christ, when we repent of our sins and He has forgiven us of that sin, the Spirit of Christ, the Holy 

Spirit, actually comes to live inside us, to indwell us.  That teaching is certainly not unique to the third 

chapter of 1 Corinthians.  In fact, it is repeated again and again all through Paul's writings and through the 

New Testament.  It is a remarkable idea.  God lives - the Spirit of Christ lives - the Holy Spirit dwells in 

you. Can you understand what the implications of that are this morning?  You are the dwelling place of the 

very Spirit of the omnipotent God.  You are not God, you are only a creature of God, but God's Spirit has 

come to dwell in you.  I want to leave that thought with you this morning. 

 

This is Pastor Soper.  You have a great day and I'll talk with you again tomorrow. 

 

 

WEEK 64, DAY 2                                  1 Corinthians 4-6 

 

Good morning.  This is Pastor Soper.  Today we read 1 Corinthians chapters 4-6, and as we read, the 

problems of the church in Corinth have been our focus once again today.  Yesterday, as you will remember, 

we focused on the problem of disunity in the church.  Today, three more problems have become evident. 

 

The first, which Paul speaks about in chapter 4, is related to the factionalism which was his focus in 

chapters 1-3.  At the beginning of chapter 4, Paul is talking about a spirit of pride-filled rebellion which was 

found in this congregation and which made them unwilling to submit to the apostle's leadership and ready 

instead to pit one leader against another, seeking perhaps to follow whoever gave them the greatest sense of 

self-importance. 

 

The Apostle Paul was the spiritual father of this congregation.  Apollos and others had also come, like Paul 

himself, as humble servants to lead and guide them toward truth and Christian maturity.  But now, perhaps 

following the teaching of a "spiritual guide" whose heart was very different from those apostolic heroes, the 

Corinthian Christians believed they were completely mature and in a position to pass judgment on the men 

whose ministries had given them their start in Christ.  Paul wants them to know that he and Apollos and 

other faithful teachers are not competitors for their allegiance, and that they as God's faithful teachers are 

ultimately answerable not to their Corinthian critics but to God Himself for what they have said and done.  
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Paul also tries to point out the terrible pride that has led these converts to believe that while Paul and 

Apollos are weak and foolish servants who are worthy of mistreatment and disrespect, they themselves are 

reigning like kings -- rich and full of wisdom and totally without need for guidance and direction from the 

apostles. 

 

Paul is saying in effect, ‘What's wrong with this picture?  We are the apostles of Christ.’  “To this very hour 

we go hungry and thirsty, we are in rags, we are brutally treated, we are homeless.  We work hard with our 

own hands.  When we are cursed, we bless.  When we are persecuted for the sake of the health and the 

purity of the body of Christ, when we are slandered, we answer kindly.  Up to this moment we have become 

the scum of the earth, the refuse of the world" (4:11-13).  ‘But we are fools for Christ and you are wise in 

Christ?  We are weak and you are strong in Christ?  We are dishonored and you are honored?  Do you really 

believe that?  You have been duped by someone pandering to your pride, and that is why you are rebelling 

against your spiritual teachers!’ 

 

It ought to be the goal of every single Christian to grow up to spiritual maturity in Christ, but men and 

women, mark this well.  The vast majority of people in the church of Jesus Christ who think they have 

arrived at a level of spiritual maturity which will allow them to pass judgment on others and upon the 

servants of God sent to minister among them are just fooling themselves, in the very same way that the 

Corinthians people were.  Before you and I ever move to the place of passing judgment upon the worth, 

value or effectiveness of any man or woman whose life testifies to a real servant's heart and love for Christ, 

we had better stop and take a very careful inventory of our own standing before Christ.  We could well be 

the heirs of the foolish Corinthians. 

 

The second problem clearly evident in the church of Corinth in these three chapters is their willingness to 

tolerate gross immorality - even "incest" in the congregation.  “You have tolerated sexual immorality that 

would be abhorred even by the pagans,” Paul writes, “and you are proud!  My friends, your boasting is not 

good!”  The word that is used for sexual immorality (the King James Version says “fornication”) is a 

general word that covers extramarital relations of any sort - but the particular sort in view here is a man who 

married his father's wife.  The spiritual pride of this congregation made them willing to tolerate gross 

immorality in the church and Paul insists that it be dealt with. 

 

Friends, confronting sin in others is painful but this is a form of judgment that we are called upon to make 

and enforce. We live in an age when the pendulum regarding church discipline has swung so far to the side 

of understanding and forgiveness that we almost never exercise biblical church discipline.  Understanding 

and forgiveness must always characterize our dealings with one another, but when unrepentant people 

flagrantly defy the standards of God's Word and pollute the streams of water which ought to flow out of our 

midst, when the world can look at us and say accusingly, "You tolerate sin that we would be ashamed of", 

then with fear and trembling, we must act to discipline unrepentant church members or else the judgment of 

God will be visited upon us. 

 

Paul tells the Christians at Corinth to "excommunicate" the offender.  He says, "expel" the wicked man from 

among you.  Then, in Matthew 18 and in several other passages, gives us clear teaching about how we 

should proceed in the matter of disciplining a professing Christian.  The motive must always be redemptive, 

the goal being that of winning back the offender and restoring them in love.  The procedure must be fair - 

never responding to "punish" someone on the strength of unsubstantiated rumor or the evidence of only one 

witness.  But - and this is so important - Paul insists (and so does the rest of the Bible) that discipline is 

important in the church, and there are times when after praying, admonishing, and lovingly confronting 
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other believers, it must be administered.  That is what Paul is urging on the Corinthian church in this 

passage. 

 

Beloved, sexual sin is rampant in the church in America in these days.  Sexual immorality of all sorts is "in 

the camp."  Far more often than I would like to admit, our attitude toward it is one of benign neglect - we 

turn a blind eye.  We pretend we do not see.  We postpone confrontation and often enough never deal with 

immorality at all.  Why?  There are many reasons:  

 

Because we hate confrontation - no one likes to say, "Brother" or "sister, this is wrong."  We will run a mile, 

sometimes a hundred miles, to avoid confronting people.  We just don't like it.   

 

Then I suppose we do not deal with known sin because we do not wish to be labeled as "judgmental" 

people. Anyone in our society who dares to say "that is wrong" is going to be labeled as a judgmental bigot 

who imposes their standards and beliefs unjustifiably upon other people.  The watchword of our age is "live 

and let live."  Since being called names and ridiculed is very unpleasant indeed, we will sometimes sacrifice 

our principles to avoid the ugliness that might result from doing the right thing. 

 

Sometimes as church leaders in today's world we do not enforce the biblical standards relating to discipline 

because we are afraid of litigation.  Several churches in recent years have been sued for defamation of 

character when they have dared to confront immorality in the way that Paul did in 1 Corinthians.   

 

And finally, and all too often, we do not confront because we know of too many areas in our own lives 

where we are vulnerable because of the rebellion and sin that has rooted itself in us.  We then do not 

confront evil because we are afraid that someone else will come along to expose our own sinfulness. 

 

I do not suppose that things were so very different in the New Testament church in the first century.  The 

same reasons to "tolerate" sin existed then as they do right now.  But Paul did have a clear conscience, and 

what other people thought or said about him was of very little consequence.  What was important is that the 

principles of God's Word were not compromised by the very people who professed the greatest allegiance to 

it.  So Paul confronted sin and dealt with sexual immorality in the Corinthian church.  We must be as bold 

(and as pure) as Paul! 

 

The manner is which the discipline in this case was handled is very strong.  Because of his impenitence, 

Paul told them to publicly assemble and "hand this man over to Satan."  But did you notice the rest of what 

he said?  - "So that the sinful nature may be destroyed and his spirit saved on the day of the Lord."  The 

believers were to expel the unrepentant man from the congregation with the prayer that forcing him to live 

in Satan's domain would wake him up in time to save him.  We have no mandate to judge the people of the 

world who do not acknowledge our Lord or live by our standards, but we have an obligation to hold fellow 

believers accountable to the person and the will of our Lord. 

 

The greatest reason Paul gives us for being concerned about the issue of purity in the church calls us to 

understand and reflect upon Christ's death on the cross.  "Get rid of the old yeast that you may be a new 

batch without yeast - as you really are.  For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed.  Therefore let us 

keep the Festival, not with the old yeast, the yeast of malice and wickedness, but with bread without yeast, 

the bread of sincerity and truth" (5:7-8). 

 

The third problem, which Paul adds to that of the disunity which was discussed in chapters 1-3, is that of 
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lawsuits between believers.  The lack of unity within the body of Christ in Corinth has become so pervasive 

that Christians are suing other Christians and taking them to court in hopes of obtaining civil judgments 

against them.  This is to Paul incredible almost beyond belief.  It is nearly incomprehensible for a number of 

reasons: 

 

First, the very fact that two Christians would end up in a civil court is abhorrent because the testimony of 

the church is badly damaged by such actions.  We are the ones who are supposed to love one another.  We 

are family, and we are the ones whose lives are marked by the presence of Christ's indwelling Spirit, and the 

primary mark of the Spirit's fullness is a willingness to submit to one another in love - to prefer the interests 

of the other above our own!  If we show up in a civil court on opposite sides, we have already lost because 

our very presence says either we are not Christians, or Christianity doesn't work!! 

 

Next, two Christians in a civil court is incredible because the people most admirably qualified to meditate 

any dispute and to point the way to a righteous and godly solution are not in the civil court system.  They are 

in the church where all wisdom and godliness dwells in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ.  If wisdom is 

needed and justice is wanted, why would a Christian look to the world? 

 

Finally, it is absurd, because the day is coming, Paul says, when the saints will judge even the angels.  We 

will judge the world.  Are we to voluntarily now reverse that role to judge something so trivial as an unpaid 

debt or a disputed boundary line? 

 

Now, because we live in an imperfect world where Christians are still not "wholly sanctified", we have to 

recognize that from time to time believers will disagree.  If you find yourself in that uncomfortable position, 

Paul says the best way to handle it may well be to yield to your brother - even if you end up with the short 

end of the stick, God will bless you for it, even as He did when after the dispute between the herdsmen of 

Abraham and Lot, the wise old patriarch simply yielded and said, ‘You take whatever you want and I will 

take whatever is left.’  God mightily blessed Abraham for that. 

 

If the circumstances are such that you simply cannot yield, then the clear teaching of this passage is that you 

must seek mediation within the church.  Let the elders appoint someone to serve as a judge from within the 

body - and then live with their decision.  The Scripture does not give us any reason to take another believer 

into the civil court system. 

 

Our time is gone but let's quickly review the four problems discussed so far in the Corinthians church: 1) 

disharmony; 2) a prideful rebellion that caused them to question the apostles' authority; 3) a tolerance of 

sexual immorality; and 4) a litigatious spirit that took believers' disputes into the pagan courts. 

 

This is Pastor Soper.  You have a great day and I'll talk with you again tomorrow. 

 

 

WEEK 64, DAY 3               1 Corinthians 7 

 

Good morning.  This is Pastor Soper.  Today we read I Corinthians 7, one of the most important chapters in 

this epistle - and indeed in the entire New Testament because of its subject matter - marriage and divorce.  

This is one passage you will want to come back to over and over again because much of what God's Word 

has to say about these two hugely relevant topics is found right here. 
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Before we plunge into the specifics of what Paul has to say, however, there are just a couple more general 

observations I would like to call to your attention. 

 

First of all, the opening words of chapter 7 alert us, for the first time, to the fact that this is a transition point 

of the letter: "Now for the matters you wrote about."  Up to this point in the letter Paul has been addressing 

his readers about things he has heard about them from others.  Now, beginning with chapter 7, he is going to 

answer the questions that the Corinthian believers have asked him in a letter which they sent to him.  

Chapters 1-6 deal with problems Paul wants to address in the Corinthian church.  In chapter 7 he turns to the 

questions about which they have written to him. 

 

The other thing I want to point out before we talk about the content of this chapter is the fact that Paul very 

carefully distinguishes between his opinion and what the Lord has already said.  He says, for example, “to 

the unmarried and widows I say...”, and he gives his view.  Then a couple verses later he says to the married, 

“I give this command (not I but the Lord)”; then in the next paragraph: “To the rest I say (I not the Lord)”.  

Later, "to the virgins I have no command from the Lord" but I can give you my opinion...It is like that right 

through this entire chapter.  Paul wants to make it very clear that there is a difference (in his own mind, a 

very big difference) between God's Word and his own opinion.  He wants people to be able to distinguish 

one from the other.  Since we believe that Paul was writing under the influence of the Holy Spirit, we might 

tend to say, “What difference does it make?”  If Paul said it and the Holy Spirit let him write it down, that 

makes it just as normative for us as it would have been if it came from the lips of Jesus Christ himself.  That 

may be true, but the degree of care taken by this apostle to distinguish between "This is what God says" and 

"This is my own view on the matter" underscores for those of us who handle God's Word and teach it to 

others a very important thing.  It is incredibly important to keep my own opinions from getting mixed up 

with my communication of God's Word.  A lot of preachers and Bible teachers fail to follow Paul's example 

and create a great deal of trouble because of it.  When I am speaking for God, I have to be sure I say exactly 

what the Bible says plus nothing.  I am entitled to my own opinions - just like everyone else is - but when I 

speak them people had better be told that they are hearing just that - my opinion - not God's Word.  A well-

known Bible teacher who has an incredible gift for communicating God's truth and His principles for living 

has often shared his opinion that certain kinds of music are inherently unspiritual and dishonoring to the 

Lord.  Because he fails to distinguish between "thus saith the Lord" and "here is my opinion on that" a lot of 

people get confused and hurt. 

 

I personally think that it is foolish for a Christian to consume alcoholic beverages of any sort - but that's my 

opinion and I had better express it as such.  God's Word only says it is a sin to get drunk.  There is a 

difference.  Paul was very careful to make those distinctions and we need to be as careful as he was. 

 

Now Paul has a great deal to say about marriage and divorce here.  Let's see if we can distill the main points. 

 First, noting the dangerous times in which he and his readers were living, he advises young people not to 

marry at all if it is possible.  In such unstable times (presumably he was looking at the persecution of 

Christians that was already starting and would soon rise to fever pitch with the Emperor Nero. That 

persecution would ultimately cause Paul and Peter both their lives.)  He even says it will not always be so, 

but for now, if you can, stay single.  That is his opinion anyway.  I am not absolutely certain what the 

apostle would say if he were living in our day instead of the turbulent society of the first century Roman 

Empire, but I suspect he would probably still have the same view.  He would still say the single person can 

focus wholly upon what will glorify God, while a married person of necessity must keep one eye upon the 

needs of their family. 
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The other side of Paul's advice would certainly still be the same.  For most people it is still better to marry.  

"It is better to marry than to burn with passion" and there is nothing whatever dishonorable or "second 

class" about marriage.  (It is interesting, isn't it, that very often single people are made to feel as though they 

are second class citizens in the Kingdom, when, in fact, Paul has to reassure us married folk, that in light of 

this passage, we are not the inferior ones.) 

To those who are married Paul has much advice to give: He says that spouses should not neglect the 

physical side of their relationship.  Our bodies belong not only to us but also to our husbands and wives as 

well.  (That would not be a very popular view in some quarters today, but Paul says it.)  The only reason for 

prolonged physical separation is a spiritual one and then only by mutual consent.  Paul knows that it is in the 

area of sexual temptation that many marriages and lives will come apart.  He teaches us to guard against 

that. 

 

Paul believes that divorce is wrong.  He says that even if your spouse is an unbeliever, as long as they are 

willing to stay with you, you must not divorce them. The reason he gives is that there is some sense in which 

unbelieving husbands and wives are "sanctified" (literally "made holy") by their believing partners, and the 

children of at least one believing parent are made "clean" and "holy" by that parent.  At the very least, this 

passage teaches us that, even though it may not be very evident, unbelieving wives and husbands are 

affected by their partner's faith in important and positive ways.  Certainly it is not teaching that any man or 

woman will go to heaven without having put their own faith and trust in Christ as Lord and Savior.  That 

would contradict the clear teaching of other parts of God's Word.  But make no mistake, if your spouse is 

not a believer, your love for them and for Christ, and your consistent testimony for godliness will have a 

positive impact.  It will make a difference - and its effect will be even greater upon the children of such a 

union. 

 

Paul does recognize that sometimes marital separations will occur.  It is not God's best but sometimes it will 

happen.  If a Christian takes the initiative in such a separation (something Paul definitely discourages) they 

must live as a single person or be reconciled.  There is no place for divorce in Paul's thought in that instance. 

 But if the non-Christian refuses to stay with the Christian spouse, Paul says, “let them go.”  The believer 

then is not bound.  God has called us to live in peace.  I need to tell you that Bible scholars are divided about 

the meaning of that last bit of wisdom.  Some think that when Paul says the believer is free or not bound 

when the unbeliever leaves, it means they are free to accept a divorce and even remarry.  Otherwise, why 

would Paul say they are "free.”?  This is the view to which I am inclined. 

 

Other students however believe that the "freedom" given is simply that of accepting a separation.  I will 

leave you to decide for yourselves. 

 

If you are not married and decide to exercise your freedom to enter into matrimony, Paul says you are only 

free to marry a Christian - someone who is "in the Lord."  There is probably no direct command of Scripture 

which is violated so often with such consistently tragic results as this one.  Listen to me very carefully.  If 

you are single you must not - you cannot - marry an unbeliever, no matter how much you think you love that 

person - no matter how good you think they will be to you.  Do not disobey God's Word.  He has given this 

rule for your protection and if you disregard it you will create a huge reservoir of pain and sorrow for 

yourself. 

 

Paul's words to believers with unbelieving spouses are there because many people came (and still come) to 

Christ after they were already married.  The principle, which is clearly stated and illustrated in several 

different ways in this chapter, is that God has a ‘come as you are policy’ for His kingdom.  Each one should 
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retain the place in life he had when God called him to salvation.  If you are already married, stay married.  If 

you were divorced and remarried, stay with your second spouse.  If you were divorced and single, you 

reconcile with your mate or stay single.  If (and this is extreme to us but common enough in Paul's day and 

on some mission fields today) you had three wives when you came to Christ, you keep three wives.  BUT if 

you were not married when you became a Christian, you cannot marry a non-Christian.  It will only cause 

you great pain.  Do not disregard God's command on this issue! 

 

Well 1 Corinthians 7 is not the only chapter in God's Word that deals with the subjects of marriage and 

divorce.  But it is a primary one and you will need to remember it.  In the world of broken relationships in 

which you and I live, you will have more occasion than you might think to point others to the truths that it 

contains. 

 

This is Pastor Soper.  You have a great day and I'll talk with you again tomorrow. 

 

 

WEEK 64, DAY 4                                  1 Corinthians 8-10 

 

Good morning.  This is Pastor Soper.  Today we read 1 Corinthians chapters 8-10.  Here we find the Apostle 

Paul responding to the second question asked by the Corinthian believers.  Put in its most simple form the 

question was: "Should we eat meat offered in heathen sacrifices to idols?"  Perhaps a word of explanation is 

in order here. 

 

You need to know that Greek and Roman society was completely saturated with pagan idolatry.  When 

sacrifices were made in any of the many temples in Corinth (and given the number of different gods being 

worshipped in that society, there would have been lots of temples) the meat of the sacrifice would normally 

be divided into three portions.  The first portion belonged to whatever deity was being worshipped - that 

would be burned up.  The second part was given to the one bringing the offering - he would go home and eat 

it with his family.  The third part was given to the priest who could not possibly consume all the meat he 

was given each day.  His practice then would be to take the surplus meant to the public market where it 

would be sold.  Much of the meat being offered for sale then had first been offered to an idol.  There were at 

least two questions floating around this issue that bothered the Christians in Corinth: 1) Was the meat 

spiritually contaminated? - i.e. did the pagan god have an effect on the meat?   2) Even if the meat was still 

okay, if you ate meat like that, would it harm your Christian brothers who did have scruples about it?   

 

Now what possible relevance could such a question have for us?  The meat I buy at the grocery store or 

butcher shop has not been offered to any idols (unless of course you are talking about the god of money).  

The answer surprisingly is that Paul's remarks on this issue lead him to a much larger question - the issue of 

Christian liberty.  The principles he lays down here have extreme relevance for us every single day of our 

lives, for we, just like the Corinthian Christians must live in a pagan society and learn what it means to be 

"in the world" without being "of the world." 

 

The first question the Corinthians asked was an easy one to answer.  Idols are "nothing at all."  They have 

no power and they have no ability therefore to contaminate the meat or cast any kind of spell over those who 

eat it.  "Food," Paul says, "does not bring us close to God.  We are no worse if we do not eat and no better if 

we do."  It is the second question - "Even if the meat is okay, should we eat it?"  That proves to be a whole 

lot more complex.  Paul's answer gives us the foundational teaching of the New Testament on the subject of 

Christian liberty. 
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The general principle that we must grasp is this.  In Christ we have an enormous amount of freedom, but if it 

will make it easier for someone to come to Christ, or if it will help to strengthen a brother or sister in Christ 

who is weak, then we have a tremendous obligation to choose not to exercise our freedom and deny 

ourselves for the sake of others.  Paul says, ‘I am free from the constraints of the law, but I will not exercise 

my freedom in several different areas so that I can avoid doing anything that might keep others from coming 

to or growing in Christ.’ 

 

Paul says that he exercises this discipline of limiting his own freedom in the area of food, but he also gives 

us another example.  “A workman is worthy of his hire.”  And a spiritual teacher has every right to expect 

that the people among whom he labors will provide the means to support him and his family financially.  

But Paul here, and in a few other New Testament passages, makes it clear that he chose regularly not to 

accept any payment (though there were some times when he took it.)  Mostly though, he chose to refuse 

remuneration for his work among them lest anyone mistake his motives and confuse him with the sophists 

who traveled from city to city throughout the ancient world offering their pearls of wisdom for pay.  They 

"taught" people only because they were paid for it and if the offering price was not high enough, then, like 

the entertainers that they really were, they would withhold their favors until the buying price was high 

enough to please them. Paul says that the Scripture says, "Do not muzzle the ox that feeds you."  ‘So it 

would be absolutely appropriate for me to expect that when I labored to plant a church in Corinth, you 

would pay me for my labor. But instead, I supported myself because I didn't want you to stumble or 

misunderstand.’ 

 

I am sure somewhere along the line you have heard someone described as a tentmaker - that means they 

have engaged in some kind of ministry while supporting themselves by doing secular work, so that they 

would not have to take money from those they were serving.  Paul was the original "tentmaker"- and the 

expression comes from the way in which he was employed while he was at Corinth - he made tents.  In point 

of fact, he was just being a good rabbi.  Jewish Rabbis could not begin their spiritual ministries until they 

were 30 years old and they had to have mastered some trade at which they could, if necessary, support 

themselves and their families.  It would probably be a good practice for us to return to because it would free 

a great many pastors to pursue real ministry even in situations where poor financial conditions would 

otherwise drive them off. 

 

This passage is also one to which we must appeal when a case is being made for paying ministers and other 

workers who give their lives and energies in the service of Christ's body.  Paul chose, for some very good 

reasons, to refuse payment in Corinth for his work, but at other times and places it appears he was quite 

willing to accept financial support from the Christians he served.  In fact, under most circumstances, it is 

both appropriate and desirable for God's people to financially support the ministers who serve them.  I 

realize that this may sound a bit self-serving since I am one who is remunerated for the work of the ministry, 

but I speak as one who like Paul has functioned both ways at different times in my ministry.  If the 

circumstances warrant, it is usually better for a congregation to pay its minister.  It frees him up to spend 

more time and energy in pastoral pursuits and keeps him from being distracted by the daily necessity of 

earning bread and providing shelter.  It also encourages a congregation to know that it is caring for the 

shepherd and his needs. 

 

I think everything Paul is talking about in these chapters, and maybe even everything in Paul's life, can be 

summarized by three passages in these chapters.  The first is 1 Corinthians 9:19-22: "Though I am free and 

belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone...To the Jews I become like a Jew, to win the Jews...to 
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the weak I become weak, to win the weak.  I have become all things to all men so that by all possible means 

I might save some."  Paul says, ‘I will adapt in every way I can - even if it means giving up my rights - 

because I want people to come to know Jesus Christ as Lord.  So, if I am in Antioch, so far as it is 

righteously possible to do so, I will act like an Antiochan.  When I am in Jerusalem, I will eat, think, drink, 

talk and act like a Jew. When I go to Athens, I'll stand on Mars Hill and debate with the philosophers, and 

when in Rome?  So far as it is righteously possible - I'll do as a Roman would do.’  We have a word now for 

that kind of ministry.  We call it "incarnational", because Jesus became like us so that we would be able to 

hear and respond to him. 

 

History is full of examples of men and women who, just like Paul, understood and built their ministries 

upon this principle.  One of my favorites is the story of Hudson Taylor, the founder of the China Inland 

Mission, who saw very little response to the Gospel until he got rid of his western clothes and habits and 

began to live (and look) like a Chinese man.  It cost him a lot of support.  In fact, most of his English 

supporters stopped their financial support because they were told that Taylor had "gone pagan" - but 

Chinese people started coming to Christ! 

 

The second statement Paul makes is a magnificent verse you need to memorize.  It encapsulates Paul's 

attitude so well: (1 Corinthians 10:31) "So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the 

glory of God."  Every single activity, every part of my life, every thought, every action, every word ought to 

bear the mark of my highest goal - to give glory of God. 

 

There is one more verse I want to share with you and I'll have to cheat a bit because though it clearly 

concludes the passage we read today, it somehow got pushed into chapter 11 as the first verse you'll read 

tomorrow.  I have to share it with you now though because if you take it with the two I've already given you 

it will explain the apostle's actions very well indeed.  Here it is: "Follow my example, as I follow the 

example of Christ."  “Follow me as I follow Christ.” 

 

‘I have extraordinary freedom but I will lay it aside and be a slave for you; my eye is always fixed on the 

glory of God.  That explains everything I do, and I want you to follow me because I'm following Christ.’  

When Paul's verses really become our verses, we'll change our world for Christ just like he did his!! 

 

This is Pastor Soper.  You have a great day and I'll talk with you again tomorrow. 

 

 

WEEK 64, DAY 5                    1 Corinthians 11-12 

 

Good morning.  This is Pastor Soper.  This morning we continued our study of the powerful letter of 1 

Corinthians by reading chapters 11 and 12.  I am very sure there are some questions about these two 

chapters that neither I nor any other teacher will satisfactorily answer for you, but I am excited about all I 

am still learning from God's Word and I am confident that one day all of the questions we have will be 

answered. 

 

The issues with which Paul is dealing in the next few chapters are issues relating to public worship.  One 

thing is very certain about the Corinthian people we have met in this Book.  They were not a very 

disciplined group - and that lack of discipline (which by the way characterized their whole culture) came 

into the church with them, just like the weaknesses of our culture tend to creep into the church as excess 

baggage when we come to Christ.  The lack of discipline in matters of the flesh brought about the situation 
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of sexual immorality we looked at in chapter 5.  It produced the chaos that surrounded the communion feast 

about which we read today as well.  That same lack of discipline evidenced itself in the way they functioned 

during the praise and sharing times in their worship, and was also apparent in the false competition in which 

they engaged as they exercised the particular gifts they had received from the Spirit of God. 

 

The three issues Paul deals with today are the proper decorum of men and women in public prayer, the 

appropriate way to celebrate the Lord's Supper, and the way in which our spiritual gifts are to be used.  

These are all related to the way in which public worship services were conducted, and our ability to 

understand and apply the Word of God to our own situation will be greatly enhanced if we understand a few 

facts about the historical context into which Paul was writing. 

 

First, we need to understand a few things about the station of women in the first century world.  They were 

not highly regarded or well treated.  Women in that day had few rights and privileges and were more or less 

treated as chattel or property.  The role of a woman was to produce heirs and care for them and manage the 

household well while the husband kept the public affairs of the family and amused himself with a concubine 

or two if he so chose.  With no rights or privileges, subject to whatever whim her husband might have, the 

lot of the first century woman was not an enviable one.  She was no different than a slave. 

 

When the good news of the Gospel penetrated the society of Corinth, women, as well as men responded, 

and found the great freedom of which Paul was speaking just a few chapters ago - free in Christ and equal 

before God with their husbands. 

 

Even the apostle Paul himself had taught that Christ broke down the middle wall of partition and put slaves 

and freemen, Jews and Gentiles and even men and women on equal footing before God.  Some of the 

women in Corinth took their new found freedom and began to revel in it, and abuse it, so much they began 

to tarnish the reputation of the church by acting in ways that seemed scandalous to those around them. 

 

Engaging in worship with uncovered heads was something that seemed scandalous because it constituted a 

challenge to the authority of the women's husbands.  Equality before God as individuals does not necessarily 

mean identity of role or function, and in the economy of God, even though men and women are equal as 

individuals, there is a difference in the roles they are to play.  Paul clearly argues that women are to be in 

submission to men, in the family and in the church. 

 

I will not tell you that I completely understand either the logic of his argument that this should be so because 

man was created independently of woman but woman was taken out of man, or the reference to the angels.  

Perhaps they are mentioned to remind us that whenever we gather for Christian worship, there are angels 

present and watching.  The New Testament does say in another place that the angels minister to God's 

worshipping people. 

 

Nevertheless this much is clear.  The women at Corinth were enjoined to worship in such a way that despite 

their equality with men as children of God they would demonstrate their submission to them in the context 

of family and the church.  Once again, as we saw when we read Paul's letter to the Ephesians, submission is 

an important trait.  It is still important.  In the culture of first century Corinth, submission was demonstrated 

by wearing a head covering.  I am not ready to demand that the 21st century American women should 

demonstrate their submission in an identical way, though there are many people who do believe that.  But 

the principle still needs to be honored. 
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The lack of discipline that led to improper demonstrations on the part of the women was also evident in the 

communion service.  Two facts will help us here:  First, the celebration of the Lord's Supper was a regular 

part of every worship service.  The Eucharist (from the Greek word for giving thanks) was celebrated every 

time they came together.  In this regard, the Roman Catholic practice more nearly mirrors that of the New 

Testament church than most of our Protestant churches.  Second, in the first century church they actually 

shared a full meal together just as Jesus and the disciples must have done on the night before He was 

betrayed.  That explains Paul's concerns about gluttony and the neglect of the poor who could not bring a 

meal and therefore often went hungry.  The lack of discernment and respect which surrounded this portion 

of the Corinthian worship service was responsible for the sickness and even the death of some of the sinning 

church members.  Paul's somber warning at the end of the passage reminds us that if we do not wish to face 

God's righteous judgment, we must be ready to judge ourselves. 

 

The third area where the Corinthian lack of discipline was endangering the unity and sanctity of public 

worship services related to the way in which they used the spiritual gifts God had given them.  The 

argument of chapter 12, which we read today, is continued in chapters 13 and 14 which we will read 

together on Monday, but once again Paul is responding to an issue about which the Corinthians had written 

to him. 

 

One thought comes through loud and clear to me as I reread this important passage on the work of the Holy 

Spirit, and that is that the gifts are given by the Holy Spirit to specific individuals for the express purpose of 

building up the church.  My gifts and your gifts are body directed and are therefore given to show not the 

superiority of any one part of the body over others, but quite the opposite - to bind the body together in 

unity. In the undisciplined congregation at Corinth, the very gifts that God had given to bind the church 

together in a state of mutual dependence were in fact being used to drive it apart in jealousy and 

competition. 

 

One New Testament litmus test you can safely use to judge that the spiritual credentials of anything alleged 

to be of the Spirit, is to ask very simply whether it tends to unite or to further polarize the body of Christ.  

The gifts the Corinthian church had been given really were from God, but the way they were being used was 

from the devil. 

 

There are both similarities and differences in the specific gifts mentioned in the list given here and the ones 

found in Romans 12 and Ephesians 4.  The differences make us believe that the gifts mentioned by Paul in 

the three different passages are really just representative of a much longer list of "gifts" given by the Holy 

Spirit to individual believers for the purpose of building up of the body.  Bible scholars are divided on the 

question of whether the gift of speaking in tongues mentioned here is identical to the gift that was spoken of 

in Acts chapter 2, where apparently the apostles were speaking known languages that they themselves had 

never learned.  In this passage, some have argued the gift is not the same.  The tongues about which Paul is 

speaking in 1 Corinthians 12, according to these folks, are an ecstatic kind of worship or prayer language - 

some have even suggested that it is the language of angels - which the Holy Spirit gives to believers to 

enhance their ability to worship and praise God.  In my view, the arguments made by Pentecostal and 

charismatic teachers are not conclusive in proving that the gift mentioned in Acts is different from the one 

spoken about here.  What is clear is that the Corinthians were using the gift differently than the apostles had 

earlier, and that they were using the gift inappropriately.  That is what Paul seeks to correct. 

 

It is also clear that the undisciplined and immature Corinthians placed a high premium upon the gifts that 

seemed more spectacular and supernatural in character.  That is clear from Paul's argument about the 
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importance of every part of the body no matter how visible or invisible it might be.  It is to contradict the 

"spectacular is more important" cult that Paul is moved to include the wonderful digression that we know as 

I Corinthians chapter 13 - the love chapter...but, more on that on Monday. 

 

This is Pastor Soper.  You have a great weekend and I'll talk with you again on Monday. 

 

 

 

  


